Abstract: Dynamic systems theory (DST) outlines three constraints (i.e. individual, task, and environment) that influence the emergence of behavior. These constraints interact with one another to self-organize and create a spontaneous behavior. For many researchers studying motor development, this spontaneous behavior refers to the production of motor movement. DST provides an explanation for the variability and spontaneous movement that occurs from individual to individual. While this theory is accepted as one of the major explanations of motor development, it is unknown how it is being utilized to inform the research on motor development or the development of interventions. In this review, the author found 18 instances in the literature where DST had been used to analyze, test, or manipulate motor patterns and movement. Overall, the studies report a positive effect from the manipulation of constraints with respect to a change in motor pattern. Only one study was found that sought to positively improve behavior through the directed use of constraints; the majority of studies sought to understand the influence constraints have on the production of movement.
Introduction
The coordination of the human body to produce movement is a complex, systematic process [1] . This occurs largely unnoticed by the individual performing the movement and refers to the underlying processes of an individual's motor ability; often, the emergence, change, and growth of those abilities are considered motor development [2] . The idea of studying the dynamics of motor development in individuals is a research focus lacking great depth in understanding, relatively speaking in the context of research on human behavior. However, it has deep-seeded roots within larger fields of developmental research as far back as the late 1700s [3] , including work from Darwin [4] and Shinn [5] . Early work in motor development was completed, primarily, by child psychologists in an attempt to comprehend the "nature versus nurture" phenomenon [6] . By the mid-20th century, motor development researchers seemed to have learned everything there was to know about motor behavior, and by the 1960s, researchers moved away from the biology of how motor movements were occurring toward more psychological aspects of cognition, language, and social development [7] . Nearly 30 years later, researchers reinvigorated motor development research, questioning the traditional views of how motor skills are thought to be attained and developed throughout the lifespan [8] .
A brief history of motor development
Clark and Whitall [9] suggested four clear divisions in the focuses and theories driving thought in motor development. These were the Precursor Period (1789-1928), the Maturation Period (1928) (1929) (1930) (1931) (1932) (1933) (1934) (1935) (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) (1946) , the Normative/Descriptive Period , and the Process-Oriented Period (1970-present) . In the most recent developmental period of research, the Process-Oriented Period moved from predominantly focusing on what an individual can do to how an individual can do it. Early thinking in this period focused on information-processing theory, which, stemming from maturational theory, suggested the human brain functioned similarly to a computer in that movement processes are called up by the brain for the body to perform [10] . Once an individual learns the process of a movement, that information is stored to be recalled when needed. Realistically, this discrete, linear development of the brain does not fully cover the complexity that is human movement [1, 11] .
Thelen and Ulrich [11] questioned the neuromaturational explanations of causation and cite the central issue with this prospective as limiting the scope of how movement is derived through behaviors arising from the interaction of many underlying subsystems and processes. While each discipline of thought has contributed multiple theories providing unique and crucial insight, often, these theories are focused on one singular aspect of development [12] . This growth of, typically, incompatible theories is as daunting to many development specialists as it is to practitioners attempting to use them, largely due to the little shared similarities [12] . An alternative theoretical explanation offers a multi-faceted approach to motor development and is referred to by a variety of terms, including coordinative structure theory, dynamical perspective, dynamical systems, dynamical pattern theory, ecological approach, or constrain-based/ led approach [13] , but is more predominately known as dynamic systems theory [14] .
Dynamic systems theory
The concept of dynamic systems is popular across a multitude of fields, including, but not limited to, mathematics, physics, astronomy, chemistry, meteorology, and the biological, cognitive, neurological, and social sciences [11] , and most recently, in the fields of physical and occupational therapy. Dynamic systems theory (DST) [14, 15] suggests that a behavior occurs as the confluence resulting from interactions of the characteristics of the individual, environment, and task (see Figure 1 ). These are commonly referred to as constraints. Newell [14, 15] outlined that it was constraints that allowed for the coordination of a behavior within an individual and allowed that behavior to emerge. Often, when spoken of in the motor development domain, this behavior is referred to as movement; however, the interaction between the three constraints could result in any form of behavior, not just movement.
It is from this framework that many developmental specialists studying motor behavior (see the collective published works of Jane Clark and Ester Thelen) in individuals have explained the complex coordination of all the influences on movement. The term individual is more common in recent literature over Newell's term organismic [14] , mostly due to relating the theory to human movement as opposed to the general, bio-mechanical definition given by Newell. Individual constraints are often considered to be the structural (e.g. weight, height, etc.) and functional (e.g. motivation, attention, etc.) characteristics that a person possesses unique to him or herself [16] . Therefore, environmental constraints refer to everything that exists outside of the individual; for example, the temperature, time of day, space (e.g. inside or outside), or the surface of the floor/ground could all be considered environmental constraints [17] . Hutzler [18] takes environmental constraints a step further, including social (e.g. peer, parent, and professional attitudes and support) and physical barriers (i.e. accessibility). Lastly, task constraints encompass everything involved in the action itself. These constraints could include the directions of the task (e.g. keeping personal space), the movement goals (e.g. doing something very quickly or slowly), or the equipment being used [19] . Often seen as a negative term synonymous with restraints, constraints under DST are viewed neither as negative or positive but a neutral term referring to the influence on behavior (in this case, motor movement) to encourage the production, and over time, development of that behavior [19] . This seemingly has a greater appeal to understanding the complexities of human movement, as throughout the lifespan, new behaviors emerge, evolve, and, on occasion, dissolve [13] , but most importantly, have difficulty manifesting themselves the exact same way twice [20] .
Furthermore, DST [14] changes the focus of movement from being a program that is run or performed to an emergent behavior based on the coordination of the various degrees of freedom. By accounting for influences from the constraints within the individual, the environment, and the task itself, the body is able to coordinate movement. If the brain was left to control each of the degrees of freedom, humans would be limited to one singular movement or task at a time. Take walking from a concrete surface onto an icy surface, for example. If the brain was the sole provider of information for movement, by the time the brain recognizes what is occurring, the individual would have already fallen to the ground. In contrast, DST suggests that most action occurs within the central nervous system, and based on the influence from constraints, explores all potential possibilities, settling on the most effective (i.e. attractor state) based on those constraints [21] . Thus, when the individual steps onto an icy patch, this new constraint alters the other constraints and the individual shifts his/her motion to remain at equilibrium (e.g. standing upright and moving forward).
DST builds upon research from Bernstein [22] , which rejects motor movement as being a simple progression of one skill to the next. Bernstein defined movement in terms of coordination, the cooperative interaction of multiple body parts, and processes to produce a unified outcome [23] . Further, Bernstein ( [22] , as cited in Thelen [7] ) argued that researchers must reject the notion of a one-to-one relationship of "neural codes, the precise firing of the motor neurons, and the actual movement pattern". In order for movement to occur and for the body to coordinate the potentially infinite combination of muscles, nerves, cells, as well as body segments and joints, there must be external forces outside of the brain's control influencing behavior and restricting the degrees of freedom [22] . According to Newell [14] , constraints are how certain degrees of freedom (e.g. the possibilities of movement in any given system) are limited. Constraints act as vital limiters to movement and influence efficient, effective patterns of movement.
In DST, the spontaneous pattern formation that emerges from the interaction of constraints is considered to be self-organizing [1, 7, 24] . Self-organization is the body's ability to find a stable pattern of movement based on the influence of constraints [20] ; these stable states are often referred to as attractor states [7, 11] . An attractor state refers to the preferable pattern based on a set of constraints [7, 25] , but it is not the obligatory pattern [1] . As the influence of constraints is a constantly evolving process, constraints evolve, gaining and losing importance in their ability to influence movement. Behavior (i.e. movement) is dynamic and adaptive; there are multiple, redundant pathways to reaching the same goal [26] and learning takes place through patterns emerging according to the affordances and constraints [18, 21] . Therefore, the changes in motor ability, within a dynamic systems model, are considered to be nonlinear with step changes being the norm [12] , meaning that as one constraint changes, that constraint, in turn, affects the growth and influence of the other constraints, producing a new movement pattern [19, 27] . Additionally, not one subsystem of constraints holds privilege, nor contains all the elements for the skill [1] . Therefore, by changing one or more of the parameters of movement for an individual, DST predicts that subsequent adaptation of the remaining constraints will be adjusted, resulting in a change in behavior [13, 25] . This provides a potentially more in-depth mode of modifying movement, than previous theories. Researchers 
Implications for individuals with autism spectrum disorder
The individual influence from each constraint within DST offers insight into the motor development of every individual, but provides a particularly useful insight into the movement patterns of individuals with disabilities. Instead of looking at disability as a deficit that needs to be overcome, DST suggests that disability is simply acting as an individual constraint which is influencing that person's movement [19] . By adjusting the viewpoint of disability, building motor skills becomes less about overcoming barriers and more on adapting constraints to encourage more efficient movement patterns. In understanding that one constraint influences another to allow for movement to emerge, by adjusting or modifying tasks or the environment, a practitioner or researcher can create a situation for a more appropriate motor movement to occur [28] .
This idea may have great benefit in the area of autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Children with ASD have been shown to have motor development patterns that differ from typically developing peers [29, 30] , as well as developmentally matched peers [31] . Further, delays in motor ability appear to occur early in development [32, 33] and become greater as they age compared to peers [34] . As motor development research is a relatively new focus of research in the field of ASD, it is generally lacking depth [35] . Much of the research has focused on understanding the general delay displayed by children with ASD (see Fournier, Hass, Naik, Lodha, and Cauraugh [36] for an overview); however, impairments do not appear to be totally universal [37] .
An effective method for improving the motor abilities of children with ASD is lacking. As much of the research on ASD has focused on improving social communicative deficits and repetitive behaviors [38] , the hallmark of ASD diagnosis [39] , there has been little done beyond making modifications based on previous evidence-based practices [40] or modifications to better include children in activity [41] , as well as to improve performance on motor assessments [42, 43] . While each of these is necessary, a dedicated intervention built on a sound theory is needed to assist in building necessary skills so that children can be effectively included with peers, which will ideally increase the likelihood of sustained physical activity over time [44] and social opportunity [45] . Furthermore, interventions for young children with ASD may have a potential to help with language development [46] .
DST may provide the guiding insight into how this intervention should appear and how constraints can be modified to make meaningful change in the motor ability of individuals. Although the efficacy of DST has not been formally tested, there are examples of how utilizing constraints has shaped behavior [20] , even if those doing the work did not fully realize their inclusion of DST. By modifying constraints of a task or within the environment, an intervention based in DST has the ability to move past what typically limits instruction for children with ASD. Newell [14] suggested that 'extreme manipulation' is needed to further test the notions of the self-organization of coordination. Further, Newell and Jordan [15] recommended further research was necessary to understand how the theory worked and could be implemented.
Purpose
As there is little known about how motor intervention research has been impacted by DST and a lack of motor interventions for ASD, a comprehensive literature review was conducted. The purpose of this review was to analyze how, if at all, DST is being used in motor intervention. Moreover, how is DST informing the practice of building interventions focused on the building of motor skills? Additionally, how has DST been altered to address the motor development needs of individuals with disabilities, specifically ASD? This review focused on published research literature on motor intervention and DST by describing study characteristics and any major findings.
Methods
The following databases were searched for relevant studies: Academic Search Complete, Education Full Text, Education Research Complete, ERIC, Google Scholar, Physical Education Info, PsycINFO, ProQuest, PubMed, PubMed Central, SPORTDiscus, and ScienceDirect. Article references were searched for additional eligible studies. Studies were identified by searching each of the identified electronic databases and scanning reference lists of identified articles. The search included three lines of search words, including: (a) dynamic systems theory, ecological approach, constraint-led approach; (b) motor development, motor behavior, motor learning, motor skills, gross motor activities, fundamental motor skills; and (c) youth, children, adolescents. Initial keyword searches analyzing the whole text for terms resulted in nearly 20,000 results; however, in review of these early searches, the author realized that the databases were returning articles simply mentioning 'dynamic' or 'approach', not the theory itself. As this review is focused on DST, it is likely that these terms would be included in the abstract, title, or keywords. So the first search term was limited to title, keyword, and abstract searches, while the remaining lines were left open to full text searches. This resulted in output that was much more focused to the purpose of this review. In order to account for any articles that were missed during database searches, search results were compared against articles citing Newell's 1986 article.
Inclusion criteria
Studies were included in this review if published in the English language in a peer review academic journal between 1986 and August 2015, in which motor tasks were the primary focus of the study and DST was referenced. Exclusion criteria for this study were publication in non-English, prior to 1985, in which motor tasks was not the primary focus and DST was not referenced. Additional exclusion criteria included unpublished theses or dissertations, and conference proceedings. Studies were limited to those post 1986, since this was the year in which DST was first introduced by Newell.
Overview of articles included
The full search process produced a total of 368 articles. A further search of articles citing Newell's article produced an additional 1246 articles. Of the 1561 articles found, 1483 studies were excluded for failure to meet the inclusion criteria; common reasons for excluding studies included article duplication, lack of dynamic systems references or theory, motor tasks not the outcome focus, domain outside of kinesiology (e.g. robotics or speech therapy), review or metaanalysis, and either practical or theoretical application of dynamic systems. After the initial search was completed, the author searched, full text, the remaining 78 qualifying articles for studies focusing of DST's application to motor skills or motor development. Studies were included that had a defined motor intervention searching to build gross motor skills that was definitively influenced by DST. A total of 18 articles were identified that met all criteria and were included for analysis. See Figure 2 for procedure by which studies were selected. Further, Table 1 contains the essential characteristics extracted from each article; Table 2 outlines the main findings of each study.
Results

Study characteristics Participants
Of the 18 studies, 5 (28%) focused on infants, 7 (39%) used children, 5 (28%) used young adults, and 1 (5%) used a mixed sample of both adults and children. Of the studies including children, ages ranged between 5 and 14, with the majority of children between 9 and 10 years of age. The studies with young adults focused on participants between the ages of 17 and 26. The mixed group study [52] utilized two separate groups, a young adult (ages between 19 and 25) and children (ages between 9 and 10); groups were analyzed separately, but visually compared for similarities in performance across age groups.
Characteristics
The majority of studies, 56% (n = 10), included children or young adults with no disabilities or health concerns. Twenty-eight percent (n = 5) utilized either all participants with disabilities (n = 3) or participants with and without disabilities for comparison (k = 2). Two studies in which all of the participants had a disability [59, 60] utilized infants with Down syndrome; the other [62] used children with congenital spastic hemiparesis, but no other comorbidities. The two studies comparing participants with and without disabilities [48, 55] included children with and without developmental coordination disorder and visual impairments (defined as either totally blind or minimal light perception), respectively. No studies included individuals with ASD. Three (17%) studies did not include enough information to ascertain the characteristics of the participants. In one of those studies [47] , the participant was a 51-day-old infant at the commencement of the study; therefore, any physical disabilities would have been known. In another study [53] , the data used was from an earlier collection in a previous study and aggregated to analyze longitudinally. It is likely that participant details were included in the original study; however, this was not referenced in this article. In the last study [58] , children were included as intact classes; it is very likely that there were participants who have a disability, however, this information was not provided.
Design
A variety of research designs were used in this analysis: twelve (67%) were experimental, two (11%) were exploratory, two (11%) were longitudinal, one (5%) was descriptive, and one (5%) was a case study. Of the studies that were experimental, all studies were focused on understanding the effect of a condition on an outcome variable. For example, in one study [21] , researchers wanted to understand the effect of pitching condition (either machine or person) on the timing of each phase of a batter's swing.
Aspect of DST analyzed
Across the included studies, all of the aspects of DST were covered; however, as others have suggested [15] , task constraints were the most commonly analyzed in the included studies. Of the 18 studies, 11 (61%) analyzed task constraints or used task constraints to manipulate behavior. Four of the studies (22%) focused on individual constraints to understand the development of behaviors or how behaviors emerged due to changes in individual constraints. Of the remaining, two studies focused on environmental constraints and one study analyzed the overall spontaneous movement occurring in infants, not attributing it to any one constraint in analysis.
Dependent variable
Each of the studies included focused on a change of behavior, whether it was a change in limb patterns (n = 4), Ohgi et al. [56] Motor development in infants occurs through processes of self-orientation, suggesting a nonlinear system in contrast with the traditional view of infant behavior as simple reflexes. Infants' spontaneous movements are influenced by constraints capable of voluntary skilled movement
Renshaw et al. [20] Swing patterns changed significantly between different environmental constraints Stergiou et al. [57] The height of an obstacle caused a change in patterns of behavior; however, the variability of the system remained constant, meaning that although the pattern changed, the internal factors adjusted to maintain as little deviation from a typical pattern Sweeting and Rink [58] Environmental instructions did improve performance, suggesting that the use of environmental tasks to elicit performance is a viable instructional approach, but should not be used exclusively or indiscriminately Ulrich et al. [59] Step patterns varied depending on the task constraint provided. Provides evidence of how future interventions could influence stepping behavior through manipulating the task Ulrich et al. [60] Infants with DS were able to perform alternated walking steps when supported, long before walking voluntarily. Lower body fat, scaled-up strength, and ability to move forward act as control parameters alternative walking Vernadakis et al. [61] Task modification provides a useful tool to build object control skills. Exergaming provides a more enjoyable method of improving skills, while resulting in similar gains to a typical face-to-face administration Volman et al. [62] Applying a functional task context elicited positive changes in the control of reaching movement of the affected arm of children with spastic hemiparesis. Treatment of children with spastic hemiparesis should focus on practicing functionally relevant skills (actions) instead of non-functional movements Wu et al. [63] Task conditions (e.g. size and location) have an effect on movement time, peak velocity, and the percentage of time-to-peak velocity. The accuracy of an individual may also be affected by the individual's constraints, not only by the object's size or location walking pattern (n = 3), aspects of throwing (n = 2), catching performance (n = 1), swing pattern (n = 1), prerequisite motor skills to crawling (n = 1), general fundamental motor skills (n = 1), jumping distance (n = 1), tennis rallying (n = 1), offensive soccer strategies (n = 1), or walking gait (n = 2). Only one study [61] utilized a standard assessment battery; the remaining studies used either an accelerometer (22%), a count of frequency by coded behaviors (22%), timing (5%), a force plate (5%), walking pattern analysis (11%), or a product-oriented assessment (e.g. how many catches; 28%). Four of the studies, in addition to other outcome measures, utilized body markers to analyze how the joints and limbs changed in relation to one another [20, 57, 62, 63] .
Major findings
Each of the studies varied in their use of DST to explain the results or the interpretation of them. Overall, however, each of the studies in their own interpretation suggests a very strong influence of constraints on the motor movement of each of the included participants (See Table 2 ). Within infants, motor behaviors appear in a nonlinear fashion [56] with spontaneous movement becoming more stable and repetitive in the lower extremities, but with increasing variability within the upper limbs [47] . These findings suggest development is less reflexive during the early years and is driven by outside forces. The only anomaly within the infant studies was Maida and Mccune's [55] study on patterns of movement in infants. However, when analyzing this study, it became clear that they used DST in the design of the study, but analyzed the data with a maturational lens looking to confirm the presence of stages of development. Several studies [20, 52, 59, 60] utilized dynamic systems to manipulate behavior in order to understand the influence of constraints. In each of the studies, behavior (i.e. motor performance or motor movement) spontaneously changed to accommodate the added constraint. For example, Ulrich and colleagues [59] tested the walking patterns of infants with Down syndrome when walking on different surfaces. These included walking on Velcro with socks and bare-foot on a bumpy surface. Each of the surfaces influenced a different movement pattern within the infants, suggesting that the motor behavior can be influenced to improve outcomes of an intervention. Further, Renshaw and colleagues [20] analyzed the swing pattern of young adult cricket players. In this study, the swing pattern and timing was analyzed when participants were swinging at a ball bowled from a machine or a person. Findings suggest that the timing was faster when a machine was pitching. This study demonstrates the spontaneous influence an environmental cue can have on a behavior, even when the overall situation is similar.
Only one study focused on an intervention [61] . In this recent study, the authors compared two motor interventions, one face-to-face and one exergaming (i.e. exercising to a video game), to a control group on the improvement of fundamental motor skills. The underlying premise of the intervention was developed around modifying the tasks of the skills to improve performance. By manipulating the task constraints for the individual, the authors demonstrated a significant improvement over the control group. There was not a significant difference in performance between the face-to-face and exergaming interventions other than enjoyment; participants in the exergaming group reported a higher enjoyment. Table 2 provides the major findings for each group.
Of the studies that included individuals with disabilities, the outcomes when utilizing constraints were positive. Ulrich and colleagues [59, 60] demonstrated a positive influence in the walking patterns when controlling for individual constraints and with imposed task constraints. Astill [48] , with children with developmental coordination disorder (DCD), demonstrated the influence of certain task constraints for children with coordination issues. By controlling for where and how a ball is delivered, researchers saw an influence in the overall performance; suggesting that to improve success and performance, instructors should take task constraints into consideration. No studies were found that included children with ASD.
Discussion
The focus of this inquiry was to understand how DST [14] has been utilized to understand motor development or build motor skills through the analysis of the literature by describing common study characteristics and detailing major findings. As a result, this analysis summary provides an empirical insight into how DST has been used in research of motor development. First, research has demonstrated a great variance of the interpretation and inclusion of dynamic systems within the study purpose, design, and interpretations. Second, research with dynamic systems has focused very heavily on the very earlier years (infancy) of development often to simply give an explanation of patterns of movement. Third, with the exception of one study [61] , there is a lack of evidence that this theory is being used in motor interventions. Lastly, with regard to the relevance to individuals with ASD, no past studies have included this population and only a few studies have included individuals with disabilities.
Beyond the variance of sample size and purpose, the included studies suggest the foundations of DST are present within the production of movement and give evidence for its use in improving motor skills and development. Ulrich and colleagues [59] , in manipulating the surfaces of a treadmill, were able to manipulate the walking patterns of infants with Down syndrome. Further, the authors suggest that the results give evidence to the use of task manipulation to improve motor patterns. This evidence is further strengthened by Vernadikis and colleagues [61] in the intervention study utilizing task manipulation to improve motor skills. While the authors' ultimate goal was to understand the effects of exergaming in relation to a standard face-toface intervention, this study provides strong evidence for utilizing task manipulation to influence and improve the motor skills of children. Whereas evidence is limited in the overall literature, the studies included provide positive support for the use of task manipulation in motor intervention. The studies included in this review further support the belief that task manipulations are the most common constraint to enact change [15] , as over 50% of the studies included in this review assessed or used task constraints. Most commonly, studies utilized manipulations of equipment as a modification of a task [51, 52, 57, 59] ; however, changes in the task instruction could also provide useful [50] .
Individual constraints (4 of 18 studies) were included in looking to understand how movement is produced and, often, the development of early motor patterns in infants. As this is a difficult area to 'manipulate' within individuals, it is not surprising to see the lack of manipulation in this area. Ulrich and colleagues [60] manipulated the individual constraints of infants with Down syndrome by holding infants up while they 'walked' on a treadmill. In this study, infants when held demonstrated an effective, alternating walking pattern long before they demonstrated independent walking, demonstrating that a combination of individual constraints, like strength, can act as a rate limiter [7] preventing independent walking from occurring. Infants in this study were not able to produce a walking pattern until their leg strength, and likely balance, was scaled up to allow for independent walking. However, when the individual constraint of balance was manipulated, the walking pattern emerged in the infants. Manipulation of individual constraints can be fairly straight forward in infants, but to scale this for older population is slightly more difficult. A task analysis may provide insight into this issue [64] [65] [66] . A task analysis develops a breakdown of the skills in question from simple to complex, including everything needed to perform the skill. This may reveal that an individual is limited by strength when performing a basketball shot. A researcher or practitioner may then focus on scaling up the individual's strength to allow for a more mature pattern to emerge.
Lastly, environmental constraints comprised the fewest studies included in this review. This result is surprising, given the popularity of structured teaching and influence of the environment demonstrated in psychology. However, the environment is typically considered in addressing behaviors such as on-task/off-task or time-ontask. It could be that the focus is so often on the task or individual that the environment is assumed to be of little effect or 'controlled'. However, in Newell's model [14] , each area of constraint plays an equally vital role in the emergence of behavior. Any change in the environment could result in a varied motor pattern. This area is in need of further review to understand how an individual's pattern of movement is changed based on the environment. Sweeting and Rink [58] demonstrated an improvement in jumping performance by utilizing an environmental constraint teaching model; however, the authors suggest it be used in conjuncture with other teaching strategies, not as a standalone method.
In this review, about a third of the research studies (5 of 18) were done with infants as participants. As the origins of motor development begin in infancy, it is logical that a considerable amount of research would focus on these key developmental years. Additionally, infant development had been thought to be predominately reflex driven and predominately thought of in stages, mostly due to much of the earlier work of maturational researchers [67, 68] . However, few studies have gone beyond this age. From maturational research, there is an understanding that individuals develop throughout the lifespan and within each stage there are important skills to learn and develop [3, 69] . However, it is clear that many skills thought to occur due to maturation do not simply appear and need instruction [70] . Further, the variability between when individuals develop and how proficient they become at a skill does not fit in a maturational model. As several of the studies in this review have demonstrated, constraints retain influence as individuals age [52] and can have different effects on the emergence of movement patterns during the development process [53] .
A finding that stands out in this review is the lack of intervention research done using DST as a framework, as there have been countless suggestive articles as to the relevancy of this theory to development and the need for research [71, 72] . One study [61] included in this review focused on the improvement of motor skills, not simply understanding the constraints' influence of motor performance. Several studies [20, 48, 52-54, 58, 59] focused on the influence of the constraint which resulted in an altered performance. In this author's view, these are not dedicated interventions, as the researchers of those studies were not focused on designing improvement of skills, but on the influence of constraints; improvement happened as a result of the manipulation of the constraints, not due to any predetermined influence. The intervention designed by Vernadakis and colleagues [61] sought to improve object control (e.g. kicking, throwing, etc.) skills through using DST as a framework. This study provides an important example for the benefit in utilizing dynamic systems within an intervention.
Vernadakis et al. [61] , to study the effects of an exergaming routine against a traditional activity (TA) group, developed two 8-week interventions. Both groups received the intervention twice per week for 30 min per session. No rationale was given for the length or timeframe; however, when looking at the intervention, it follows a typical physical education unit based on time per week and length. Within each intervention, critical elements of correct movement were imbedded into each lesson and a task analysis was done to inform the development of skills from simple to complex. Four lessons were developed for each intervention prior to beginning, but the rest were left open to allow for the flexibility to adjust to participant needs as skills emerged. In both interventions, the tasks were manipulated to encourage proper patterns of movement; within the TA group, equipment was also modified to further encourage new, appropriate patterns of movement. Ultimately, Vernadakis et al.'s goal was to test the potential validity of an exergaming motor intervention to a TA intervention to support the use of such an intervention. Unintentionally, or perhaps there was intention, the researchers provided strong evidence for the use of DST in the creation of intervention, as both interventions (i.e. exergaming and TA) demonstrated a significant improvement from a pre-to a post-test, when compared to a control. Further, pre-tests resulted in a non-significant difference between groups, but each group did show a delay in motor skills. This demonstrated that through DST, individuals with a motor delay can show a significant improvement over a short amount of time.
Vernadakis and colleagues [61] further demonstrate positive support for the use of dynamic systems in a motor intervention to increase motor skills; however, the authors also detail some of the potential issues in recreating this result. The researchers utilized a skilled, trained motor skills instructor to deliver instruction, as well as a task analysis to break the skill into a logical progression. Further, instruction was developed as the participants progressed, which is an important piece of this intervention. The instructors utilizing this intervention need to have the ability to visually assess and make the judgment of when to adjust the skill to fit the needs of the participant. As the types of modifications were not included, it is difficult to understand the detailed adjustments the instructor, or the exergame for that matter, made. Future interventions will need to pay special attention to this piece of the intervention because, as DST describes, the modification of the constraint must be strong enough to perturb the attractor well for that skill [7, 13] . If the modification to the constraints is not powerful enough, individuals will simple return to the previous state of behavior.
With that being said, the study by Vernadakis et al. [61] is an encouraging outcome that is overdue and necessary to fully understand DST, as well as its effects on motor behavior [15] . This study provides an important step toward building more effective motor intervention for individuals with motor delays. As DST states that the influence of constraints allows for behavior to emerge from the central nervous system [7, 14, 73] without necessary input from the brain, this type of intervention could potentially be very beneficial for individuals with cognitive or pervasive developmental disorders, such as individuals with ASD. Children with ASD have demonstrated that a delay is occurring in their motor behavior and their movement patterns are different compared to peers [29, 30, 36] . DST may provide the framework for the manipulation of constraints in order to move past deficits in communication and social behavior, as the constraints influence behavior beyond the control of the brain and beyond the influence of instruction [74] . As Ulrich, et al. [59] demonstrated with infants with Down syndrome walking with different constraints on a treadmill, the type of constraint can spontaneously influence the change in motor pattern. As long as the constraint has enough influence and the correct influence, interventions have the possibility to influence a positive change in behavior.
While research was not found utilizing DST for populations with ASD, the included studies provide a solid foundation for its use in the future. DST shifts the concept of disability from barriers that need to be overcome to individual constraints that influence behavior. This not only allows for the understanding of the limitations individuals face when trying to produce movement similar to someone without that disability, but it also recognizes that the individual's disability may also positively influence a person's movement in a way that someone without the disability could not do. Of the studies that included populations with disabilities, each provides positive support that, through the concepts of DST, individual movements can be influenced into a more mature movement pattern. Lastly, although a minor finding in Vernadakis et al.'s [61] study, an intervention built upon DST can provide positive support for individuals demonstrating a motor delay. As the evidence suggests that most individuals with ASD have a delay [36] , providing an intervention by modifying constraints can have a potentially significant impact.
Limitations
As the field of motor development and motor behavior has similar origins and similar theories, this study acknowledges the potential limitation in limiting its search to only DST to understand how the theory of constraints is driving motor development. Gibson's Ecological Model [75] is common among motor learning research and provides strong evidence toward the use of analyzing the environment and the perception of the individual with regard to motor skill. Further, Schmit's Schema Theory [76] is also widely used and accepted as a model of skill development. However, these theories are interested in discrete task learning, not on lifespan development as a whole. DST describes how the influence of constraints allows for a motor behavior to emerge on a discrete skill basis; however, it also describes development as a whole being nonlinear and occurring longitudinally. Therefore, this review focused on DST exclusively.
Further, the author recognizes that this list may not be encompassing of all research utilizing constraints to development motor skills, as to a point where much of the research is likely to include some form of task, environment, or individual manipulation or modification. However, they may not fully understand where the basis of those modifications is coming from or base them in DST. Wicke and Jensen [27] is an example of a study excluded from the review for lack of inclusion of Newell's DST; in this article, the authors describe dynamic systems from the viewpoints of several referenced articles pertaining to a dynamic systems approach, but because these are secondhand accounts of dynamic systems, it is difficult to ascertain the authors' understanding and the adherence to Newell's model of DST. The idea of dynamic systems stems from the early work of Bernstein [22] in describing the nonlinear dynamics of movement. Kugler et al. [77] furthered this work to formulate the modern trajectory of understanding movement coordination. From this initial study, different lines of research have taken a variety of viewpoints as to how this relationship exists, Newell's model [14] being one of them. In DST, according to Newell [14] , there is an equal interdependent relationship between each of the constraints to spontaneously organize in the form of a behavior; not all lines take this exact view point, although they are interested in the dynamics of coordination. This review was interested in how researchers have used the theory itself, as proposed by Newell [14] , to inform practice; therefore, this article, among others, was excluded. A larger review is necessary to understand how constraints and dynamics outside of DST are being utilized in the bulk of research.
Conclusion
Despite a limited number of empirical studies utilizing Newell's model as a framework for intervention, a number of articles have referenced DST as a potentially promising theory to guide intervention [71, 72] . This review provides an aggregated view of the research regarding DST and motor development; until this point, most suggestions have not included the entire body of research on this topic. In this review, only one intervention article was identified; the rest were interested in validating the idea of how constraints influence motor behavior. The intervention article was published very recently [61] and suggests a possible increase in the interest of motor development and the potential effect of DST. As demonstrated earlier, motor development research appears to occur in cycles, with each generation seemingly figuring out how everything works, to then later be addressed and improved upon. Newell and Jordan [15] stated that more research is needed to understand DST's place in the development of motor skills and potential use for intervention through the manipulation of constraints [72] . Despite the lack of research formally utilizing DST according to Newell [14] , many articles provide suggestions as to how constraints can be used to modify performance [72] in a variety of populations, including patients recovering from strokes [78] to children with autism [79] and on skills ranging from swimming [80] to language development [81] .
DST provides a practical view of how behavior occurs without attributing the occurrence to any one subsystem but an active and fluid interaction between multiple elements. This interaction currently best explains the nuances of behavior caused by individual variability. As far as motor movement is concerned, it is evident that this behavior occurs through the influences of more than just a neural, predesigned 'program'. Individual motor movement and development can be and is affected by the constraints present at the time. This interaction of constraints can be of potential benefit to researchers and practitioners looking to improve motor skills. As shown in several studies [20, 52, 57, 59 ], a manipulation of just one constraint can cause a spontaneous reorganization of the other constraints to produce a new behavior. If done purposefully, the manipulation of constraints can provide a powerful intervention to influence motor movement for the better [61] .
This type of intervention can be extremely beneficial for children with ASD, or any disability for that matter, as the modified constraint manipulates the behavior without a necessary influence from the individual. As children with ASD often display motor impairments, it is imperative that a motor intervention be developed to counteract this delayed development, as it could have repercussions for individuals with ASD in the future [82] . As the hallmark of ASD is a deficit in social communication [35] , typical instruction and modeling have little effect on the motor output of the individual. DST provides a framework for influencing behavior beyond verbal instruction or physical interaction. By manipulating how the individual performs a task or the environment it is performed in, practitioners and researchers can have an influence on the motor output and, thus, work to build an intervention of modifications that influence a more efficient and mature movement pattern.
